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KEY=IN - MATHEWS FRANCIS
MASTERING YANG STYLE TAIJIQUAN
North Atlantic Books Fu Zhongwen's classic guide oﬀers the best documentation available of the Yang style of taijiquan.
The superbly detailed form instructions and historic line art drawings are based on Fu’s many years as a disciple of
Yang Chengfu, taijiquan’s legendary founder. Also included are concise descriptions of ﬁxed-step, moving-step, and da
lu push hands practices. Additional commentary by translator Louis Swaim provides key insight into the text’s
philosophical language and imagery, further elucidating the art’s cultural and historical foundations.

TAI CHI CHUAN CLASSICAL YANG STYLE
THE COMPLETE FORM QIGONG
This book is an in-depth guide for beginners to learn Taijiquan properly. Taijiquan (Tai Chi Chuan) is a slow and relaxed
moving meditation. It is also a sophisticated martial arts system. Through practicing Taijiquan, you are able to calm
down the mind, locate your spiritual center, and consequently ﬁnd your entire being. From the relaxed moving
exercise, you can bring your physical body into an ultimate level of relaxation and natural ease, resulting in smooth Qi
(inner energy) and blood circulation. This is a key to maintaining health and recovering from sickness. This book oﬀers
a general plan for practicing Taijiquan, and then goes into great depth to present enough content for proper learning.
Contents include What Taijiquan is How to practice The history of Taijiquan Taijiquan postures About Qi, Qigong, and
man Fundamental stances Categories of Qigong Warm-up and get loose exercises Taiji qigong Qigong training theory
Qigong and Taijiquan Taijiquan thirteen postures (eight doors and ﬁve stepping) The traditional Yang Style Taijiquan
Long Form step-by-step This edition has a an easy-to-follow layout, each movement presented in a series of large
photographs with clear same-page instructions for each Taiji posture. This book is sure to advance your practice and
save you much time and energy.

THE ESSENCE AND APPLICATIONS OF TAIJIQUAN
North Atlantic Books The publication in 1934 of Yang Chengfu's book, Essence and Applications of Taijiquan (Taijiquan
Tiyong Quanshu) marked a milestone in the modern evolution of the art of taijiquan. Using what is best-termed
demonstration narrative, the author presents form postures and suggested applications from his own perspective, as
he performed them. This methodology renders Yang Chengfu's direct, hands-on teaching of the art with such
immediacy and liveliness that the reader experiences the master’s teaching much as his students did.This English
translation ﬁnally makes Yang Chengfu's classic work available to taijiquan enthusiasts in the West. It includes notes
and commentary that clarify the author's frequent classical and literary turns of phrase and elucidate the philosophical
and political underpinnings that shape the text. The translator investigates and compares several early taijiquan books
in order to help explain the roles played by two of Yang Chengfu's students, Dong Yingjie and Zheng Manqing, in
bringing Yang Chengfu's words and teachings into print.Serious students of taijiquan, and those wishing to deepen
their knowledge of taijiquan history and theory, will ﬁnd this seminal work indispensable to their study and practice.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF TAI CHI CHUAN
WISDOM FROM CONFUCIUS, LAO TZU, AND OTHER GREAT THINKERS
Blue Snake Books The essence of Tai Chi Chuan lies in the rich philosophy of ancient China. While most Tai Chi
practitioners are aware of the value that studying Chinese philosophy can bring to their practice, it is often diﬃcult to
pick out those texts that are most relevant to Tai Chi and connected to its development. The Philosophy of Tai Chi
Chuan presents, for the ﬁrst time, a concise overview of the Chinese martial and spiritual philosophies that drive this
ancient tradition.Authors Freya and Martin Boedicker, who teach Tai Chi throughout Europe and South Africa, present
freshly translated excerpts from such popular and widely studied works as the Tao Te Ching, the I Ching, and The Art
of War, as well as writings by philosophers and strategists such as Zhuangzi and Wuzi. Each chapter of this concise
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volume focuses on a single work or philosopher, and includes a short history of each one as well as a description of
their relevance to Tai Chi. An extensive glossary of important Chinese terms rounds out the book. The Philosophy of
Tai Chi Chuan oﬀers readers a direct connection with the concepts that form the foundation of Tai Chi, inspiring a
deeper understanding of the art and its applications.

TAI CHI SECRETS OF THE WǓ AND LI STYLES
CHINESE CLASSICS, TRANSLATIONS, COMMENTARY
Ymaa Publications For the ﬁrst time in history, you can reap the beneﬁts of centuries of closely guarded wisdom!

THE TAI CHI HANDBOOK
The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc The Tai Chi Handbook teaches readers all about the art, including its history, styles,
applications, and moves.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF TAI CHI CHUAN
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
Random House Tai Chi Chuan is an eﬀective stressbuster, in China it is also used for the prevention and treatment of
illnesses with its beneﬁcial health and ﬁtness eﬀects now being recognized in the West. This book is a comprehensive
guide to the practical application and potential beneﬁts of Tai Chi Chuan. It includes step-by-step illustrations for
practise at home and it covers everything you need to know about this ancient art.

TAI CHI QIGONG
THE INTERNAL FOUNDATION OF TAI CHI CHUAN
Ymaa Publications This revised edition of best-selling beginner Tai Chi Qigong book includes a new and modern easy-tofollow layout. Every movement is presented with large photographs and clear instructions, followed by a discussion of
how the movements aid in improving Tai Chi practice. Tai Chi Qigong is a foundation for good tai chi practice. It is also
popular with people who only want to obtain the health beneﬁts without having to learn a traditional tai chi form.
Original.

CHEN STYLE TAIJIQUAN COLLECTED MASTERWORKS
THE HISTORY OF A MARTIAL ART
Blue Snake Books The ﬁrst-ever English translation of the most important masterworks of Chen Style Taiji, as originally
published by the renowned grandmaster Chen Zhaopi Chen Zhaopi (1893-1972) is universally recognized as a
preeminant grandmaster of Chen Style taijiquan, an ancient martial art that is the foundation of all taijiquan schools.
During his lifetime, Chen was lineage successor and teacher to Chen Village's current generation of senior masters,
including Chen Xiaowang, Wang Xi'an, Chen Zhenglei, Zhu Tiancai, and the late Chen Qingzhou. This book is the ﬁrstever English translation of key selections from his seminal 1935 publication, Chen Style Taijiquan Collected
Masterworks. Gathered together are taijiquan's most important texts dating back to its earliest period of development.
These include the writings of its putative creator, Chen Wangting, and its reorganizer, Chen Changxing, and the
biographies of eminent family members such as Chen Zhongshen. Author and translator Mark Chen's commentary
provides readers with the most complete picture of taijiquan's origins, evolution, and theory to date. Also included is a
step-by-step, pictorial exposition of Chen taijiquan's "old frame" ﬁrst form, demonstrated by Chen Zhaopi himself.

TAIJIQUAN
THE ART OF NURTURING, THE SCIENCE OF POWER
Zhenwu Publications Skillfully blending Eastern and Western Thought, Mater Yang illuminates the traditional teachings
as well as oﬀers scientiﬁc explanations and a contemporary understanding of Taiji practice. In this book, Yang
describes the core exercises that form the foundation of Taiji practice, and explains the purpose and necessary
integration of these exercises to achieve the full health and martial, physical and spiritual beneﬁts of Taiji training. As
both a traditionally trained expert of Taijiquan and a scientist studying the mechanisms and beneﬁts of Taiji practice,
Yang uniquely demystiﬁes Taijiquan and makes it more accessible to a Wwestern audience. Carefully preserving and
drawing from classical Taiji writings and the oral traditions of the Chinese martial arts community, Yang also suggests
ground-breaking hypothesis to explain the mechanisms of how and why Taiji practices are so widely beneﬁcial. This
book is valuable to both beginning and advanced practitioners.

TAI CHI CHUAN AND THE CODE OF LIFE
REVEALING THE DEEPER MYSTERIES OF CHINA'S ANCIENT ART FOR HEALTH AND HARMONY (REVISED
EDITION)
Singing Dragon In Tai Chi Chuan and the Code of Life, Graham Horwood describes the various styles of Tai Chi Chuan,
exploring its roots in the Chinese philosophy of Taoism as well as elaborating on the evolution it has undergone over
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millennia. In order to understand the energetic method of Tai Chi Chuan and Chi Kung, he highlights parallels between
its source, The I Ching, and archetypal principles from both Eastern and Western philosophy and medicine. The text
and diagrams show the synergy between the diﬀerent cultures, and shows how they are all linked. This enables the
beginner or the experienced Tai Chi practitioner to improve their understanding of Tai Chi, which will strengthen both
the mind and body, opening the gateway to the inner person. Drawing on information from the Yang family's formerly
secret teachings, the book explains how to build chi (energy), circulate and store it, and also includes an exclusive set
of Chi Kung exercises which will augment the building, circulation and storage of chi for the healer and martial
practitioner, showing the path to optimizing the practitioner's energetic and spiritual development. The exercises are
accompanied by an explanation of where chi comes from and its application for the mind and body as well as the ﬂow
in the meridians. The book provides an excellent introduction to both the theory and key practices of Tai Chi Chuan for
the beginner, and multi-level insights for the seasoned practitioner that will enhance his or her practice and
understanding of Tai Chi Chuan.

THE WU STYLE OF TAI CHI CHUAN
Action Pursuit Group T.C. Lee is a recognized master of the tai chi chuan developed by the famous Wu Kam Chin of Hong
Kong. In this book he discusses: an explanation of the ten fundamental principles; a brief history of tai chi chuan
masters; the seven basic stances; principles in the cultivation of chi; duration of the static meditative exercises;
stances; and much more.

TAI CHI FA JIN
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR DISCHARGING CHI ENERGY
Simon and Schuster A guide to the seemingly eﬀortless yet explosively powerful martial art techniques of Fa Jin •
Explains how to collect energy within and discharge it for self-defense as well as healing • Explores how to counter the
natural instinct to resist force with force and develop yielding softness through the 13 Original Movements of Tai Chi •
Illustrates routines for the partner practice of “Push Hands” (Tui Shou) Fa Jin, an advanced yang style of Tai Chi,
complements the physical, mental, and spiritual conditioning available through solo Tai Chi practice and the internal
martial arts of Taoism. Fa Jin enables adepts to harness the energy of yin, yang, and the earth in the lower tan tien and
discharge it as an extremely close-range yet explosively powerful blow in self-defense and partner practice as well as
in healing techniques. Integrating the teachings of many Taoist masters, including Chang San-Feng, the creator of Tai
Chi; Wang Tsung-Yueh, the legendary 19th-century master; Bruce Lee, the actor and martial artist who made the “oneinch punch” technique famous; and the Magus of Java, a living master able to discharge energy in the form of electric
shocks, this book explores the history, philosophy, internal exercises, and physical practices of Fa Jin. Drawing on Iron
Shirt Chi Kung and Tan Tien Chi Kung techniques, Master Mantak Chia and Andrew Jan reveal the secrets to collecting
yin and yang in the lower tan tien and discharging the energy in a seemingly eﬀortless yet explosive blow. Illustrating
several routines of the Tai Chi partner practice of “Push Hands” (Tui Shou), they explain how to apply Fa Jin techniques
by “listening” to your opponent’s intentions and countering the natural instinct to resist force with force through
yielding softness and redirection. The authors also detail how to prepare for this advanced practice through stretching,
meditation, breathing, relaxation, and energetic exercises.

TAI CHI WU STYLE
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR INTERNALIZING CHI ENERGY
Simon and Schuster A guide to the internal martial arts exercises of short-form Wu-Style Tai Chi • Details the 8 core
forms of Wu-Style Tai Chi with fully illustrated instructions • Ideal for older practitioners as well as those with health
disabilities due to the “small frame” primary stance, slower and smaller movements, and conservation of energy •
Explains how Wu Style provides a natural introduction to martial arts boxing • Reveals how Wu Style eases stiﬀness,
relieves back pain, and reduces abdominal fat Following the ﬂow of chi energy, rather than directing it as in traditional
Tai Chi, Wu-Style Tai Chi focuses on internal development, seeking to conserve chi energy and gather jin power from
the Earth through the tan tien. Centered on a “small frame” stance--that is, feet closer together and arms closer to the
body--and a slower progression of movements in solo practice, Wu Style oﬀers a gentle Tai Chi form for beginners and,
when practiced with a partner, a grounding introduction to martial arts boxing and Fa Jin (the discharge of energy for
self-defense). The more functional stance, smaller movements, and conservation of internal energy make Wu-Style Tai
Chi ideal for older practitioners as well as those with health disabilities. Condensing the 37 movements of Wu Style
into 8 core forms, Master Mantak Chia and Andrew Jan illustrate how to build a personal short-form Wu-Style Tai Chi
practice. They explain how Wu-Style Tai Chi removes energetic blockages and helps to elongate the tendons, reducing
stiﬀness and allowing the limbs to return to their natural length and full range of motion. Regular practice of Wu Style
relieves back pain as well as reducing abdominal fat, the biggest hindrance to longevity. Exploring the martial arts
applications of Wu Style, the authors trace its history beginning with founder Wu Chuan-Yu (1834-1902) as well as
explain how to apply Wu Style to “Push Hands” (Tui Shou) and Fa Jin. Through mastering the short-form Wu Style
detailed in this book, Tai Chi practitioners harness a broad range of health beneﬁts as well as build a solid foundation
for learning the complete long-form Wu Style.

THE INNER STRUCTURE OF TAI CHI
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MASTERING THE CLASSIC FORMS OF TAI CHI CHI KUNG
Simon and Schuster Explores the deep, internal work necessary for the eﬀective practice of tai chi • Reveals the Taoist
principles that gave birth to the Yang-style tai chi forms • Shows how tai chi can circulate powerful healing energies
through the body Taoist adepts developed tai chi as both a martial art and a way to cultivate their physical body,
energy body, and spirit body. Like all Taoist exercises, its main purpose is to form a connection to the basic energy
that is the foundation of all life: chi. Until the beginning of the twentieth century, tai chi was considered a secret
practice that was passed down only within a closely knit structure of family and loyal disciples. Despite its widespread
growth in popularity as a martial art and health exercise, many of its underlying internal practices remain unknown.
The Inner Structure of Tai Chi explores the deep, internal work necessary for the eﬀective practice of tai chi. Designed
for practitioners at every level, the book contains step-by-step illustrated instructions for mastering the 13 forms of
early Yang-style tai chi, also known as Tai Chi Chi Kung. The authors demonstrate the relationship of the inner
structure of tai chi to the absorption, transformation, and circulation of the three forces that animate all life--the
Universal force, the Cosmic force, and the Earth force--revealing the principles and practices necessary to receive the
full spectrum of physical, psychological, and spiritual beneﬁts that tai chi can bring.

THE ART OF WAR
Lulu.com an ancient military treatise by Sun Tzu on warfare, statesmanship thinking and tactical methods, business
tactics, countertactics, negotiation, dialogue, cooperation plans, approach strategies, diplomacy, and diplomatic
manoeuvresThe Art of War is an ancient Chinese military treatise attributed to Sun Tzu a high-ranking military general,
strategist and tactician, and it was believed to have been compiled during the late Spring and Autumn period or early
Warring States period. The text is composed of 13 chapters, each of which is devoted to one aspect of warfare. It is
commonly known to be the deﬁnitive work on military strategy and tactics of its time. It has been the most famous and
inﬂuential of China's Seven Military Classics, and for the last two thousand years it

T'AI CHI CLASSICS
Shambhala Publications According to Master Liao, the great power of T'ai Chi cannot be realized without knowing its inner
meaning. T'ai Chi Classics presents the inner meaning and techniques of T'ai Chi movements through translations of
three core classics of T'ai Chi, often considered the "T'ai Chi Bible." The texts are introduced by three chapters
explaining how to increase inner energy (ch'i), transform it into inner power (jing), and project this inner power
outward to repel an opponent without physical contact. Master Liao also provides a description of the entire sequence
of T'ai Chi movements, illustrated by his own line drawings.

HANDBOOK OF T'AI CHI CH'UAN EXERCISES
Weiser Books An easy way to maintain health and alleviate stress. Incorporates all three forms of T'ai Chi Ch'uan
Exercises derived from the Yang style -the Short Form, Long Form, and Push Hands. Zhang provides easy-tounderstand descriptions of the postures and movements used in each of the three forms, and outlines key points of
general practice. Written for people who want to feel better, these easy-on-the-body movements bring increased
health and freedom from stress. Index.

THE COMPLETE TAIJI DAO
THE ART OF THE CHINESE SABER
Blue Snake Books The dao, a single-edged sword with a curved blade, is one of the most popular weapons in traditional
Chinese martial arts. The art of Taiji Dao is a set of skills for using the dao, derived from the popular martial art
Taijiquan. One of the most important aspects of Taijiquan practice is weapons training, eagerly pursued by students
who have become adept in the basic skills of the art. The Complete Taiji Dao introduces the principles and practice of
Taiji Dao and provides illustrated discussions of the history of Chinese swords. The book covers the history and
features of the dao; the Taiji principles from which Taiji Dao practice derives; the basic skills and techniques of the art;
detailed descriptions and photographs of the traditional Taiji Dao form; and Taiji Dao ﬁghting principles and training
methods. Broad in scope and detailed in its presentation of the principles and practice of Taiji Dao, The Complete Taiji
Dao represents a signiﬁcant contribution to the ﬁeld of traditional Chinese weapons practice.

THE ESSENCE OF TAI CHI CHI KUNG
HEALTH AND MARTIAL ARTS
Chi theory and practice for health and a deeper understanding of Tai Chi.

YANG STYLE TRADITIONAL LONG FORM T'AI CHI CH'UAN
AS TAUGHT BY T.T. LIANG
Blue Snake Books Gordon Muir began his martial arts studies at the age of twelve, followed by years of serious study of a
wide variety of disciplines including judo, kyokushinkai, karate, kempo, several kung fu styles, and kickboxing.
Eventually he discovered the internal martial arts, which led to t’ai chi and Master T. T. Liang, renowned teacher of
Yang style. The culmination of the author’s longtime study of this style is this enlightening look at the Yang style of
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t’ai chi. Focusing on the revered traditional form rather than the more recently created short form, the book describes
in depth the type of movement t’ai chi strives for that distinguishes it from other martial arts. Clear and concise
instructions help students understand how to move in order to create internal strength. Numerous photographs and
detailed descriptions showcase and simplify the movements, which include the traditional Yang stances, hand and arm
positions, and moving and powering. Written in a simple, engaging style, the book is designed to help new students
get started in this rewarding tradition and more advanced practitioners deepen their knowledge of it.

TAI CHI FOR BEGINNERS AND THE 24 FORMS
Tai Chi Productions Beautifully illustrated with 330 professional photos to enhance the easy to follow Tai Chi instruction
from world renowned Tai Chi Master and Family Physican, Dr. Paul Lam.. Beginning with Six Easy Steps and
progressing to Yang 24 Forms ( the world's most popular tai chi form ), Dr Lam teaches authentic Tai Chi for health,
wellness and longevity. He explains how tai chi improves health in general as well as speciﬁc conditions. Encouraging
the reader to approach Tai Chi in a spirit of enjoyment and adventure, Dr. Lam helps the reader build a solid
foundation for easy transition to a high level of tai chi. This book is for beginners as well as for those who are already
learning and enjoying the ancient art which is clinnically proven to be a powerfully eﬀective tool in improving health,
ﬁtness and relaxation.Within this book, Dr. Lam provides an easy step-by-step guide to an enjoyable form of exercise
that will last a life time.

OLD FRAME CHEN FAMILY TAIJIQUAN
North Atlantic Books Chen Family (or Chen Style) Taiji is the ancestor of all Taiji systems. Unlike many of the easy,
meditative Taiji forms practiced in the West, Chen Style Taiji is a highly evolved martial art. Newcomers to the art will
ﬁnd useful information on how to identify a qualiﬁed instructor, while the martial arts theorist will ﬁnd a thorough
discussion concerning the origins and evolution of Taiji.

CHI
DISCOVERING YOUR LIFE ENERGY
Shambhala Publications Chi is the invisible energy of life that ﬂows in and around us throughout the universe. Used
skillfully, it can have a remarkable eﬀect on health and vitality—to the degree that you’d be tempted to call it magical,
if it weren’t so completely natural. Here is a perfect introduction to chi that explains in a direct and simple way what it
is and why it is essential to a healthy and vital life. It provides an easy-to-understand explanation of chi, and then
helps readers recognize, develop, and strengthen their own chi through speciﬁc breathing techniques and basic
exercises, all demonstrated by the author. There are many books on chi development through t’ai chi and qigong
practice, but this one goes deeper to enable you to understand the fundamental principles as you cultivate it. This
book is a reference for alternative health professionals such as acupuncturists and shiatsu therapists and their
patients, as well as for anyone who practices t’ai chi, qigong, aikido, and other chi-based martial arts. To learn more
about the author, please visit his website at www.taichitaocenter.com.

CASES ON KYOSEI PRACTICE IN MUSIC EDUCATION
IGI Global Music and arts education have a long-standing orientation of seeking a practice where everyone interacts and
communicates in, and through artistic activities. However, an overspecialized and professionalized stance in arts
education diminishes the spirit of playing music together, and leaves little room for creativity during teaching and
learning activities. In order to gain a richer and deeper knowledge of music and the arts, interaction and the meaning
of creative and humanely kyosei interactions between and among individuals, groups, and institutions must be
emphasized. Cases on Kyosei Practice in Music Education is an essential reference source that discusses the meaning
and signiﬁcance of music making as a human and social practice, as well as reﬂecting creative inquiry into practical
aspects of music and arts teaching. Featuring research on topics such as multicultural music, community music, and
sociological perspectives, this book is ideally designed for P-12 educators, pre-service and in-service teachers,
administrators, principles, music instructors, administrators, caregivers, and researchers.

THE ILLUSTRATED CANON OF CHEN FAMILY TAIJIQUAN
INBI World

CHEN STYLE TAIJIQUAN
THE SOURCE OF TAIJI BOXING
North Atlantic Books As Taijiquan has become increasingly popular, many people have inquired into its origins and
development. Answers can be found in the Chen Style, the original method from Chen Village, Henan Province in the
People's Republic of China. This book guides the reader through the historical development of the system, its
philosophical roots, and through the intricacies of the various training methods of this unique form of Chiinese boxing.
Legendary exploits of the Chen family are included to inspire today's practitioners.

SEATED TAIJI AND QIGONG
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GUIDED THERAPEUTIC EXERCISES TO MANAGE STRESS AND BALANCE MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT
Singing Dragon Practising Taiji and Qigong is the perfect antidote to the stresses of modern life and a great way to stay
healthy. Now caring professionals can help those with limited mobility to experience the beneﬁts of Taiji and Qigong
with this easy-to-follow guide. Covering everything caregivers need to know about Taiji and Qigong, this illustrated
guide provides an explanatory introduction to these forms of exercises and shows how to build up a program from easy
steps to more challenging ones. There are exercises to stimulate every part of the body, with variations to suit the
patient's needs and preferences. All the movements are adapted from the same ancient principles guiding classic Taiji
and Qigong and will help strengthen the body as well as provide contemplative relaxation. This book will show
occupational therapists, physical therapists, nurses, activity directors, mental health practitioners, martial arts
instructors, and anyone else working with people with physical disabilities and the elderly exactly how these simple
techniques can make big improvements to a person's physical and mental wellbeing.

STALKING YANG LU-CHAN
FINDING YOUR TAI CHI BODY
Sunstone Press This unique manual of internal methods, inspired by the skills of Yang the Invincible, reveals key
elements in ﬁnding and training a Tai Chi body. The author presents core components of Tai Chi movement-identifying, describing, and explaining structures and techniques of a moving body.

THE ROOT OF CHINESE QIGONG
SECRETS FOR HEALTH, LONGEVITY, AND ENLIGHTENMENT
Qigong Foundation Long considered a classic text by teachers and students, The Root of Chinese Qigong oﬀers the
principles and theories of qigong practice. This third edition includes Updated pinyin that includes diacritical tonal
marks (for proper pronunciation of Chinese words). Updated Chinese text character font (providing better readability).
Dr. Yang is acclaimed for helping readers understand qigong concepts deeper and more clearly by expressing them in
familiar methods for the Western mind. He takes these ancient concepts and presents them in a logical way that helps
practitioners stay on the right path to deepen knowledge and skill. In this book Dr. Yang teaches sitting and standing
meditation, demonstrates qi massage techniques, and examines the Qi pathways in your body. He explains correct
breathing methods, shares secrets for quieting the mind, and discusses how to increase your body's qi supply. He
further explains important concepts such as the Three Treasures and regulating the body, breath, and mind. Contents
include Qigong's history Basic concepts of qigong Qi and the human body The ﬁve categories of qigong Regulating
body, breath and mind Regulating your essence, qi and spirit Key points for improving practice A detailed look at qi
channels and vessels in the body Whatever style of qigong you may practice, making sense of qigong theory and
principles is the best way of achieving your goals sooner, more accurately, and deeper.

CULTIVATING QI
AN INTRODUCTION TO CHINESE BODY-MIND ENERGETICS
North Atlantic Books While Chinese acupuncture and herbalism enjoy widespread popularity in the West, traditional
Chinese exercise techniques—with the exception of qi gong—have rarely been taught outside China. This book is
designed to change that. Written by Jun Wang, a doctor of Chinese medicine, Cultivating Qi draws on classic Chinese
texts to introduce these body-mind healing exercises to Western readers. In simple, accessible language, Wang
presents three speciﬁc qi exercises: the Yijin Jing, a popular form of calisthenics associated with both Chinese Buddhist
and Daoist traditions; Taiji Neigong, a series of 34 movements adapted from the Wu-Hao style of Taiji Quan; and the
“Six Healing Breaths,” which combines spoken sounds with movements associated with the six major vital organs of
Chinese medicine. Written for beginning students of Chinese medicine as well as laypersons, healthcare practitioners,
and martial artists, Cultivating Qi includes clear explanations of Chinese medical terminology—and provides the
original Chinese characters for more advanced students—as well as step-by-step instruction in the three exercises.
Accompanied by 100 photographs, these exercises are suitable for all ages and activity levels, and most of them take
no more than 10 to 15 minutes to complete.

TAI CHI PUSH HANDS
THE MARTIAL FOUNDATION OF TAI CHI CHUAN
Push Hands is the "other" part of tai chi that makes your practice a true living art Tai chi push hands practice is a
necessary next step for tai chi practitioners who wish to make their art come alive. Push hands practice requires two
people to engage in a variety of "light touch" moving and walking routines. By practicing these movements,
practitioners begin to develop tai chi's sensing, listening, and yielding skills. Combined, these skills are the ﬁrst step
for developing your tai chi as a martial art. The Dao De Jing classic reminds us that knowing others (an opponent) is
important for knowing ourselves. By develop tai chi push hand skills, one begins to obtain a profound sense of feeling
of your own body and mind. This ability aids greatly in regulating and controlling body, balance, health, perseverance,
compassion, and overall spirit. It is no mistake that tai chi oﬀers a lifetime of continued learning and progress; the
goal is a deep understanding of yourself and your role in nature. In this book, you will learn The theory of tai chi
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pushing hands Tai chi qigong foundation practice Tai chi jing (power) practice Two-person stationary push hands
practice Two-person moving push hands practice Tai chi rollback and press push hands practice International standard
push hands routine Two-person free style push hands Martial art applications in tai chi push hands practice Dr. Yang
reminds us "tai chi chuan was created based on the martial applications which were used for self-defense. Every
movement of tai chi chuan has its unique martial purpose. Without this martial root, tai chi chuan practice will limited
to a dance, lacking a deeper meaning or a deeper feeling." This book is complemented by two companion videos sold
separately. Tai Chi Pushing Hands 1 - Yang Style Single and Double Pushing Hands Tai Chi Pushing Hands 2 - Yang
Style Single and Double Pushing Hands Available wherever DVD and Streaming videos are sold.

TAI CHI SECRETS OF THE YANG STYLE
CHINESE CLASSICS, TRANSLATIONS, COMMENTARY
Ymaa Publications Uncover long-held secrets of Yang style Tai Chi Chuan, passed down from generation to generation of
Tai Chi masters.

TRANQUIL SITTING
A TAOIST JOURNAL ON THE THEORY, PRACTICE, AND BENEFITS OF MEDITATION
Singing Dragon This is the Taoist Master Yin Shi Zi's inspirational testament and practical guide to the healing power
and spiritual beneﬁts of meditation. The book oﬀers in-depth documentation of the theory, physiological aspects and
instruction for the practice of meditation, and provides an account of Yin Shi Zi's personal experiences with
meditation.

INTRODUCTION TO ECOLOGICAL AESTHETICS
Springer Nature This book explores in detail the issues of ecological civilization development, ecological philosophy,
ecological criticism, environmental aesthetics, and the ecological wisdom of traditional Chinese culture related to
ecological aesthetics. Drawing on Western philosophy and aesthetics, it proposes and demonstrates a unique aesthetic
view of ecological ontology in the ﬁeld of aesthetics under the direct inﬂuence of Marxism, which is based on the
modern economic, social cultural development and the modern values of traditional Chinese culture.This book
embodies the innovative interpretation of Chinese traditional culture in the Chinese academic community. The author
discusses the philosophical and cultural resources that can be used for reference in Chinese and Western cultural
tradition, focusing on traditional Chinese Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism and painting art, Western modern
ecological philosophy, Heidegger's ontology ecological aesthetics, and British and American environmental
aesthetics.In short, the book comprehensively discusses the author's concept of ecological ontology aesthetics as an
integration and uniﬁcation of ontology aesthetics and ecological aesthetics. This generalized ecological aesthetics
explores the relationship between humans and nature, society and itself, guided by the brand-new ecological
worldview in the post-modern context. It also changes the non-beauty state of human existence and establishes an
aesthetic existence state that conforms to ecological laws.

TAI CHI
THE SUPREME ULTIMATE
Weiser Books A comprehensive text that includes a study of the origins and history of Tai Chi; a detailed analysis of its
relationship to Western philosophy, the I Ching, Tao te Ching, yoga, and Zen. The author also ties its use to esoteric
systems, and discusses health and Chinese medicine in relation to Tai Chi. Includes several hundred detailed
photographs showing application of the positions.

TAI CHI - THE TRUE HISTORY & PRINCIPLES
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The original Tai Chi Classics and their true origin, the history, the philosophy,
the principles and the techniques of Tai Chi - all in one book.

YINYANG BIPOLAR RELATIVITY: A UNIFYING THEORY OF NATURE, AGENTS AND CAUSALITY WITH
APPLICATIONS IN QUANTUM COMPUTING, COGNITIVE INFORMATICS AND LIFE SCIENCES
A UNIFYING THEORY OF NATURE, AGENTS AND CAUSALITY WITH APPLICATIONS IN QUANTUM COMPUTING,
COGNITIVE INFORMATICS AND LIFE SCIENCES
IGI Global YinYang bipolar relativity can trace its philosophical origins to ancient Chinese YinYang cosmology, which
claims that everything has two sides or two opposite, but reciprocal, poles or energies. More speciﬁcally, this
discipline is intended to be a logical uniﬁcation of general relativity and quantum mechanics. YinYang Bipolar
Relativity: A Unifying Theory of Nature, Agents and Causality with Applications in Quantum Computing, Cognitive
Informatics and Life Sciences presents real-world applications of YinYang bipolar relativity that focus on quantum
computing and agent interaction. This unique work makes complex theoretical topics, such as the ubiquitous eﬀects of
quantum entanglement, logically comprehendible to a vast audience.
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JUICE
RADICAL TAIJI ENERGETICS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform JUICE Radical Taiji Energetics describes the entire process of generating
maximal internal power (qi) through the slow motion martial art of Chinese Taijiquan (T'ai Chi Ch'uan). All aspects of
cultivation and deployment of Taiji's spirit energy are described in accessible terms. This book explains that the great
past Taiji masters were not pointing at mere physical structure or mechanical principles in their teachings. Rather,
they have left us a legacy of ecstatic internal energy methods that are unwrapped, unraveled, and demystiﬁed in this
book. The presentation is clear, engaging, and profound, and includes working solo, working with a partner, and
mastering the Taiji sword. JUICE is an essential companion for anybody from the raw beginner to the long-term veteran
practitioner or teacher of Taiji. Which feels better, crack cocaine or Taiji energy? Why is spirit power (not physical
structure) Taiji's true engine of mastery? Whether you're a seasoned player or merely Tai-curious, JUICE will hand you
the hidden master keys to TAIJI (T'ai Chi Ch'uan) Contents include: The BRUTE level of internal energy; Taiji's MISSING
BASIC for universal energy permeation; The ARC OF STEEL for Taiji's Full Body Activation; The SURGE and the STATE;
The real purpose and method of Taiji's PUSH-HANDS exercise; The TAILOR'S TOUCH for supreme sensitivity; YINJECTION
and YINFUSION for power emission; The SHELL and its SPIKE, SLIDE, SLURP, and NUDGE power concepts; Taiji's energy
meta-tool: the Chinese STRAIGHT SWORD; and much more. JUICE isn't a photo-sequence textbook, illustrating a set of
dance poses. JUICE doesn't blandly re-parrot the arcane Chinese philosophy from which Taiji emerged. This book lays
out the speciﬁc mental "settings" that super-charge any style of Taiji and explains how to use Taiji for personal energy
cultivation - with eﬀects that anyone can experience immediately. Whether you currently practice Taiji or you're just
thinking of getting into it, you should read JUICE before taking another step.

SIMPLIFIED TAI CHI CHUAN
24 POSTURES WITH APPLICATIONS AND STANDARD 48 POSTURES
Ymaa Publications This book is designed for self-study and can help you learn both the Simpliﬁed Tai Chi Chuan 24
Posture form and the Simpliﬁed Tai Chi Chuan 48 Posture form quickly and accurately.
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